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PIEFACE

This document summarizes in non-technical tern _e preliminary policy-re event

findings of a national evaluation of the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) B2sio

and Pilot Programs during the second year of program operations 1974-75. It is

intended to provide an overview of the results reported in two larger and more

detailed companion volumes prepared for the U.S. Office of Education by System

Development Corporation.* An attempt i6 also made in this volume to relate the

seaond-year results to findings Da the first, evaluation year, 1973-74. It is

strongly recommended that interested readers examine the cited reports, which

provide a much more detailed picture ,of the E$AA program and its-effects than

can posSibly be provided in the present abbreviated document. Iv particular,

the materials referenced above describe the study's research methodology and

present data upon which all of the evaluation findings, not simply the highligh s

sjammarized below, are based. Also recommended for review by interested readers

a document** produced jar' conjunction with the ESAA evaluation, describing

SDC's restandardization of an existing standardized achievement test on the

basis of data collected from students enrolled in a nationally representative

sample of minority-isolated schools.

A major objective of the study, as initially defined by the U.S. Office of

Education, has been to assess the overall impact of the ESAA Basic and Pilot

programs on students' academic skills and on certain desegregation-related

outcome measures. Accordingly, results of impact analyses are reported in

this document. However, it has been apparent from the earliest stages of data

*Coulson, J. E. Ozenne, D. G., Bradford, C., Doherty, W. J., Duck, G. A.,
Hemenway, J. A., and Van Gelder, N. C. The Second Year of Emergency School
Aid Act (ESAA) Implementation, T1-5236/009/00, System Development Corporation,
July 1976.

Wellisch, J. S., Marcus, A. C., MacQueen, A- B., and Duck, G. A. An In-Depth
yy_1,cAiLU&S.jL_A,)schooJ_s:1974-75StudofEmere/, T14-5 36/010/00,

System Development Corproation, July 1976.

"Ozanne, D. G., Van Gelder, N. C., and Cohen, A.
(EsAA) National Evaluation: Ac .v nt Tes andardization, TM-5236/006/00,

System Development Corporation, v er 1974.
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collection that the results of any such overall impact study would almost

certainly be difficult to interpret because of the wide variations found among

local ESAA projects with respect to specific project goals, approaches talten

to reach these goals, and the magnitude and quality of project resources applied

the goals. In such an evaluation, the deficiencies of sone projects May

obscure the successes of other projects. Accordingly, this report places con

siderable emphasis on the identification of elements or characteristics of the

school programs that seem to have helped disadvantaged students, regardless of

tbe source of funding for those programs.
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NATIONINL EVALUATION F THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID
ACT (ESAX): SUMMARY OF rilE SECOND-YEAR STUDIES

In conjunction with and under contracts fron the U.S. Office of Education,

System Development Corporation (SOC) is conducting an evaluation of two elos

related programs authorized under tbe Energency School Aid Act (ESAA)--the BaSio

and Pilot Grants prograMs. The Bek Provsn is a desegregation assistance pro-

gram in V hid hL grants are awarded to eligible school districts to encourage the

reductior of nority-group isolation, to meet the special needs incident to

the elimination of segregation and discrimination, and to assist elenentary arld

secondary school_ children in overcoming the educational disadvantages associated

with minoritgroup isolation. Basic Grants may be awarded to any Local EducatiOn

Agency (LEA) that is implementing a desegregation plan or bas adopted and

will implememt such a plan if assistance is made available; or (b) has a plan

to e roll nori-resident children in dts schools to reduce minority-group isola%-

tion; or (c) has no desegregation plan but has minority-group student enrollment

exceeding 5C percent, provided that the LEA establishes or maintains at least

one integrated school.

In contrast to Rosie Grants, Pilot Tro'ect Crants are awarded to LEAs for un-

usually provising projects designed to overcome the adverse effects of minority-

group isolation by improving the academic achievement of Children in minority-

isolated scIools (i.e., schools with 5C% or greater minority enrollment- To be

eligible for a Pilot Grant, an LEA :oust be implementing a desegregation plan or

a plan to reduce minority-group isolation that would make it eligible for a

Basic Grant. la addition, at least 15,000 minority-group students must be en,-

rolled in tle schools of the LEA, ox minority-group students must constitute

more than 50 percent of the total LTA earollment.
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The cohbined Basic/Pilot evaluation involves the collecti data over a

pertod of three school years: 1973-74, 1974-75, and 1975-76. A previous re-

port* described the evaluation results for the first year (1973-74). The pres-

ent report describes evaluation results for the second eluaticn yea (1974-75)

and also discusses longitudinal findings for the combined first two years. A ,

subsequent report will present results for 1975-76,

over the three-year period.

well as cumulative t

For the Year One Repora, the only available criterion measures of program suc-

cess were students' r.cor s on standardized achievement tests in reading -nd

mathematics. In 1974-75, increased emphasis was placed on desegregation-related

activities and outcome measures. Specifically, achievement test scores were

supplementea by indicators of desegregation-related school climate. Also used

was a third type of program outcome measure based on minoraty-gxoup isolation

a collected by the Office of Civil Rights.

5fte overall design of the combined Basic/Pilot evaluaL.ion involves the collec-

tion of cUmparable program and outcome data in both treatment (ESAA-funded) and

control (non-ESAA) schools. To select the treatment and control schools, Fairs

of similar schools were identified in sample ESAA districts; one member of each

selected pair was randomly assigned to the treatment condition and the other to

the contred condition, Sample students were then drawn randanly across classes

in each sample school in grades 3, 4, and 5 in the elementary schoOls (Basic and

pilot samples), and grades 10, 11, and 12 in the secondary schools (Basic sample

only) . This evaluation design made it possible to compare two grolips of schools

(treatmant and control) that were matched in all important characteristics ex-

amined except those associated with the award of ESAA funds te the treatment

schools. Me could then determine whether the two sets of schools--one receiving

*Coulson, J.. E., Ozenne, D. G., Van Gelder' N. C. Inuzuka, D., Bradford, C.

and Doherty, W. J. The First Year of Emergency School Aid Act (MLA) Imple n-
1

tation, rm-5236/00B/CD, System Development Corporation, Septehber, 1975.
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ESAA funds and the other not receiving such funds--showed corresponding d ffer-

ences in resource allocation in services offered to the students, and in edu-

cational approaches. Only if such program differences were found, would we

expect differences in outcome (e.g., in student achievement gains) for the

treatment and control schools.

Achievement tests and school cLimate instruments were administered to sample

students near the beginning and end of the school year. In addition, question-

naires were administered to superintendents, ESAA coordinators, district busi-

ness managers, principals, teachers, and students in the spring to obtain data

on district, school, and program characteristics, and on background character-

istics of students and school personnel.

The samples for 1974-75 (E AA-funded treatment schools plus non-ESAA control

schools) included 44 Pilot Elementary Schools, 70 Basic Elementary Schools, and

38 Basic Secondary Schools in 78 ESAA-funded school districts. Both pretest and

posttest data were available for a total of 17 297 students in grades 3 through 5

and 10 through 12 The longitudinal sariples (districts, schools, and students

in the sample for both 1973-74 and 1974-75).included 26 Pilot Elementary schools,

70 Basic Elementary schools, and 22 Basic Secondary schools in 61 ESAA-funded

districts; the total number of students in these samples was 6,593.

CTERISTICS OF SAMPLE DISTRICTS AND SCROMS

About half of the ESAA Basic Elementary and Pilot Elementary sample districts

in 1974-75 were located in the Southeast and South Central portions of the coun-

try, while the Basic Secondary sample was evem more heavily distributed (almost

70%) in those two areas. This geographic distribution corresponds roughly to

the distribution of the 1974 award universe, i of the total set of districts
1

receiving ESKA Basic and Pilot grants in 1974.

10
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Sample ESAA districts had relatively large proportions of economically disad-

vantaged students, as indicated by the percentages of students sufficiently

disadvantaged to be eligible for Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)

Title I services. These percentages ranged from about 30% for the Basic Elemen-

tary and Basic Secondary samples to around 40% for the Pilot Elementary sample.

Overall, districts with the highest perceatages of such students were in the

Southeast and the South Central sections of the nation.

ESAA Basic sample districts tended to be urban, with around three-fourths of

the districts located in a city or town, and only around 10% in rural communi-

ties. Around 60% of the Basic Elementary sample districts and a third of the

Basic Secondary sample districts were in cities with populations of at least

50,000, and many were in cities of over 200,000. The Pilot sample was slightly

less urbanized, with one-fourth of the sample located in rural areas; even here,

however, about half the Pilot districts were in cities or towns.

Reflecting their predominantly urban.nature, most sample Basic districts were

fairly large; the typical district in the Basic Elementary sample had an enroll-

ment of 8,000 to 50,000 students, while most districts in the Basic Secondary

sample had enrollments from 20,000 to 50,000 students. Pilot sample districts

tended to run somewhat smaller, with a median enrollment of around 9,000 students.

Most of the sample districts had achieved a substantial degree of desegregation

prior tothe initial aware of ESAA grants in 1972. That is, the racial/ethnic

mix of students in each school tended to match fairly well the racial mix aver-

aged across the entire district.* Furthermore, with regard to Black and White

students, at least, the degree of racial balance in the districts receiving

ESAA grants was clearly superior to that in a survey of almost half the nation's

*It is important to :note that the desegregation indices used in this s udy simply

reflect, at a fairly groes level, the district/School racial balance. They do

not provide a picture of the status of school integration, in terms of inter-

personal interactions or attitudes.

ii



districts, conducted by the Office of Civil Rights in 1972. This is a highly

positive finding in one respect. It indicates that, quite appropriately, ESAA

grants were typically awarded to districts that had already desegregated to a

considerable extent, and were presumably used to help the districts meet needs

incident to tt desegregation. However, this finding also means that there

was little room for further improvement in racial balance after the grants

were awarded (although a few districts did show reduction in minority isolation

during the evaluation period). Thus, reduction in minori y isolation did not

prove a useful outcome for assessing ESAA program impact.

Basic Elementary schools had about 45% minority students, while the Basic

Secondary schools had 35% minority enrollment. Pilot Elementary schools,

according to ESAA eligibility requirements, were in districts that met Basic

Grant requirements and wure desegregating (or at least had a plan for desegr ga-

ting). Pilot-eligible schools also had to have at least 50% minority students;

the Pilot sample schools had an average ninority enrollment of 82%.

Mino ity representation among staffs in the sample schools was consistently

lower than that among the students. The largest deviation was in the Pilot

Elementary sample, where 66% of the students were Black, but only 40% of the

schools' staff members were Black.

In sample schools, as in the sample districts overall, the percentage of disad-

vantaged students in the Pilot Elementary schools (i.e., minority-isolated) was

generally higher than that in the Basic Elementary schools (i.e., desegregated).

About 57% of the students in sample Pilot Elementary schools were reported

eligible for ESEA Title I services, while the corresponding percentage for

sample Basic Elementary schools was approximately 44%. Both of these figures

are higher than comparable district-level percentages, suggesting that ESAA

funds were selectively targeted to the more economically disadvant=- d schools

within the ESAA-funded districts.

12
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three of the ntajor 297.4-7 sarn les, rninority students perceived them-

selves as less favorafly trea-ted by school admi_nistrators than did non-

nu-nority stuaents. In the Basic Secondary schael sample, however, minority

students had more favorable perc eptions thaz Ld ncm-minority students of the

teachers' interactions with t-he students.

STUDDIT CUARFACTERISTICS A EED

Aoprexi_mately two-thirds of the sample students in sample Pilot Eleventary

sohoels (i.e rninortty-isele.ted schools) were Black, 15% were Spanish-background ,

-d 14* were White . By contr-ast, slightly more than half the students in Basic

Elementary (desegregated) sortools -were White, aanotrier two-fifth were Black ,

and Spanish-loackgreund studerats ao eoLinnted for about 10% of the sample Of the

Basic Secondary sample students, aloutt 59% were White, almost 40% were Black,

and less than 2 st were Spanish-bacicircound.

According to the repert of the teachers, only aboiut 40% of the parents of

sample students had completed high school, and fever than one-fifth of tile fathers

had completed college. Furthermore, a. large percentage of parents were thought

by the teachers to have unskilled jore. Although the dccuracy of the teachers '

information nay be questioned, At appears reasonably certain that the saaple
students %ore economically as well as educationally disadvantaged. On the

average, aower socioeconomic le'vels Trjene reported for students ill minority-

isolated school s, and fer minority students regardless of their schools'
desegregation s tatus

Analyses of 297 3-74 and. 1974-75 ES
students in 2a4-ic and Plact Emigrant
pensatory ed-uction services, as evid
a.chievement tests . 2n both yea-rs for
and mathematics. test administered near

-
froin tiie 13t1 to the 37th percentile .

aluatior da_ta clearly indicated that
01 distrits had acute needs for coin-

ced by thekr scores on the standardized
example , average scores on the reading
the beginnkng of the school term ranged

Vieving these results in terms of the
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tee-m crublishers' national nor-ins, the -typi_cal BEAA st-udents' verfor-mance fe21

toelow that of almost 80,A of the nation's staidemts in the grade levels o

intere st

Of he three racial/ethnic grou with the Jarcest nImmber s of students sn the

evaluation samples (01aok, white, and Spainish-lacliground) Wites gemeralLy

ach5.eved the highest average test scores , in beth 1973-74 and L974-7 5, and

for both the Basic and Pilot Programs r4evert1melaess, Toki-te ti.z.rlerits on the

average had test 5eor'es consistently Ine1c3w the nativnal as-rer age, There wa

lit-nle evidence in the test results o1 intexaction loetween seci_oeconentio L-evel

and race , or between se and race. Femal.es , amd students of hi_gher soca e-co-

nom5c level , tended -to have higher pretest scores rogardlass of race .

Averaged acpss g ours, elementary -students in desegregated

(Basic Program) schools shewed less seveve zcadern_ic needs ,e_, achieved

higher pretest scores) than students dn ininority- isolated (Pilot 'Program

schools. However, , this di fference , f.zun4 jim looth 1973-74 and 19744-7 5, was

2arcgely a functiort of cliff erenCes n xac.ialjethni c cotnrosition of Vie 8.4si

and Pilot samples , clnd triore meanjmg ful comparis on can bie o,btained by .eka._m-

inimg minority and non-minority stvdemts separate ly

-Theze was Litt le disEar ity in the rre tes t s cores of rnimor1ty- suclents Loi de-

egzegated and minority -isolated schools ; in loothL envixonments 1ainorit7 stu-

.dents at a given grade lev-el and for a gaven subt_es.t. had -about th4 sane per-

cen ti le Tonkin g, By- co nteast, non -gni mor ity students iim d esegregated scools

made substantially higher average tes t 's<ores thain non--mimorit student s

min ority-isolated sctools. As 4 general rule, int fact, tle test scores of
mon -minority s tudent 1. mm minority- isolated (Pilo) eleiten Lary scheols t ended

to be closer to those c. f .heir Minority leers in these same schoo ls tha_n to

the scores of their mon--rro-noxity counterparts in desegreg-ated (Basic El ementary )

h ools Although tliis finding clo es not necessavil irpLy a c4us al rel ationship

bet-ween school deseg legation statas and pretest performance of the non-minority

sttsdent it is am i111tereting cbs ervati on in its orl rigtht.

14



ROE ALLOCATION'S

In Fiscal Veax L975. (second year of thQ aLuatior), total_ fina crbligated

na-tiohnally fox the ESAA )BasAc anal Pj.lot P'rogrartis ;Neu-a sammt $136 rtii1Lzi altd

3-4 rntillion, xespeti-veLy. The oresporidintg figultree for the tNio programs ir-u.

FLzeml Yea= 174 were $156 zsillicmn and $2 7 roilliona. Wh. at these national a 110p-

ca-licins meant tG ti-se inadvidual sohcooL receLving ESAA f unas can best be se-en

ttie tabae belowç wriiat sIorods or satopls in the 174 -75 samples tiie tot-al

pez-pupi/ funding, and tle e pipii f-unaingr derivred from EsAA -grant, from

ot]ier- '(nonESAA) st2pp1erment-al prngrams , and ft-fm v.egulaz (=lista-et expendlit ures,

Tivose figures represent -avezages acros s &1 ESAA7funcied (Creatnten-t) ciioLs

us-ed in the s tudy inpact anelynes ,e. 11 ESIM-par-ti=ipatilig set-too is in

th e rnp1e faor wflich. theare were match ed nor-ESAA (cont.rol.) ach ools .

Per-Eupil Fu di iri Sanipl EBA-PartLciatiing shocmls in 1974-75

Funding S ta ce

EJa1t1ati.on Sazplle

las ic EirnetaXy Vaslc Se nclary7 Pi_ lot Elernent-ary

SikPi S66 (5 9,) $22 125 (L l%)

tionES up1emeia1 12(-0 (10%) $12 (2%) S122 (IQ%)

EaegVlur S1051 (84%) $9E3 (17) S93 5 (7 9%)

rotal fr. 12 38 (100sb) $1C18 (100t) 11 E32 (L00%)

r13eca.use df rounding pr-ooduras a
preci_ seL3I to the to taL s hox".71

enitiires do uot altva's acla up

i13-1 per-puTii figu es sh.owrl iii ttlis table were ca2eulated aaaoss the tc, 1-

sho,o1 fenrollments tO a.11ow direct comparieons olf pderpupil allocat,ioris from

di.fferertt soorces. Men averaged across onay -thoe ,stt_Iderits listed ly tho

shoc=ils as ESAA program paticipant=i, the per-rupj.1 ESAA exp-enclit tire figues

ae inazeased to $291, $139, and $222 respecti-ve1 f-or the 8-asic Eleltentary,

Basic seco ndary 1 aind Pilot Elelnertazy Samples. Neve rtlioless Ls terms of

1 5



impact on the total school expenditures across the entire student body, it is

clear that the ESKA funds were a relatively small pert ef the schools' budgets.

In the Basic Eaementary schools, for example, only one dollar per pupil came

from ESAN fox every nineteen dollars from other funding soUrces.

Also apparent in the table above is the dif ere ce among the three samples in

supplemental per-pupil expenditures. The largest E4A1 per-pupil expenditures,

and the largest supplemental expenditures from sources other than ESAA, were

in sample rilQt Elementary schools while the smallest expenditures from ESAA

and other supplemental sources were in Basic Secondary sctUols.

Total 1974-75 per-pupil expenditures in the sample ESAA-participatin: ( at-

went) schools were significantly higher than those in the paired non-EShA (con-

trol) schools, for all three evaluation samples. These differences, however,

were usually only a small fraction of either of the two expenditure figures

being compared. Furthermorev,in the Basic and Pilot Elementary samples, 'there

were no significant differences between the ESAA-participating and non-ESAA

schools In the allocations of supplemental funds for aCtivities having apparent

relevance to achievement or school climate (e.g., reading and math instruction

new curricula, guidance and counseling, and intergroup and cultural enrich-

ment). While ESAh-participating schools'in the Basic Secondary sample spent

significantly more than ron-ESAA control schools for reading and mathematics

instruction, the size of these differences ($8 more per pupil in reading and

$4 more for mathe-atics) makes their practical importance doubtful.

SERVICE

Jri both l973-'74 and 19'74-75, ESKA-participating school- in all three evaluation

samples spent the largest share of their ESKA funds, and of other, non-ESAA

funds, for instruction in reading and mathematics. In 1974-75, for example,

Basic Elementary and Basic Secondary schools focused noughly three-fourths of

both ESAA and non-ESAA funds on instruction in these basic skills, while Pilot

Elementary schools devoted approximately two-thirds of their funds for this

16
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j)urpose, Percentage expenditures for other services varied sonmwhat across

samPle-P- In Basic Elementary sample schools, for instance, the major areas of

both ESAA and non-ESAA expenditures, other them reading and math instruction,

were new curricula, ard administrative end autliary services. In the Basic

Secondary sample, by cOntrast, the major eperditure areas (other than basic

skills) for ESAA funds were intergroup and cultural enrichment, and guidance

and counseling, while that fox non-ESAA funds was career education.

As in 1973-74, the results for 1974-75 show that resources and services were

targeted to needy school districts, schools, end students. ESAA grants, as

noted above, were awarded to districts having large percentages of students

with acute needs for coMpensatory education (i.e., low scores on standardized

achievement tests) and with low socioeconomic levels; those districts, in turn,

directed ESAA funds to schools that had high pruportions of academically reedy

and financially disadvantaged students. A strong relationship between the need

for oompensatory services and the targeting of ESAA resources was Shown by

significant correlations between achievement test scores and ESAA expenditures:_

in general, schools having the-greatest need (1.e., the lowest reading and

mathematics pretest scores ) had the highest levels of ESAA per-pupil expenditures.

Evidence also shows that supplemental funds including ESAA expenditures were

translated into basic skills instruction and-other supplemental services that

were targeted toward needy dents. In all three evaluation samples, students

with greater needs for compensatory education (i.e., Lower pretest achievement

scores) tended to receive greater emounts of instruction in reading and mathe-

matics than less needy students. This trend was further corroborated by analyses

of resource-utilization data collected in 24 of the sanple schools constituting

the'ln-Depth Study* sample. On the average classroom teachers in schools with

*This study is more fulrl descrihed in-Wellisch, J. B., Marcus, A. C.,

MacQueen, A. N., and tuck, G. A. AnIn-retnieren_Schoolkia
Act ESAA) Salo 1974-1975, T14-5236/010/0C, Systen Development Corporation,

July, 1576'.
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more needy students devotee more tine to reading and math instruction, including

lesson plan preparation, than teachers in schools with'iess needy students.

Similarly, the resources allocated to remedial reading and math specialists,

and to inservice training for classroom teachers, were greater in needy schools

than in the less needy schools.

In summary, evidence from the first two years of program

and 1974-75) indicates (a) that the ESAA resource allocati

atio (1973-74

ss success-

fully dispensed funds to districts with needy students, (b) that those distric

in turn allocated ESAA fands tc needy schools, and (o) that the recipient

ools translated the funds Lnto needed services and targeted those sexvi

t ward students with acute needs for compensatory education programs.

PIO-GRAM IMPACT

-In the first evaluation year ( 7 74)1 there was little evidence of sahstantial

differences in program resources or services between the ESAA-funded (treatment)

schools and the non-ESAA (control) schools. For this reason, and because the

sample students had received only about five and a half months' exposure to

ESAA programs that were still in their Initial implementation phase, it caMe

as no surprise that there was no evidence of ESAAprogran impact, i.e-, that

no treatment-control differences in achievement test gains were found-

During the second year (1974-75), there were indications of a possible trend

toward larger differences in total funding between ESAA-particlpating and non-

ESAA schools, though allocations for activities seemingly relevant to the out-

come measures were still similar for the two groups of schools. Again, there

was no clear evidence of ESAA program impact, on either test score gains or

gains in school climate measures. Within the Basic Elementary sample, treat-

ment ESAA-funded) schools made larger gains than control (non-ESAA) schools

in both reading &rid mathematics, and in all three grade levels sampled. Despite

the consistency in direction of these findings, however, none of the differences

LE3
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was statistically significant. Thus, dt will be iimportant in subsequent anal-

yses to examine results for the third evaluation year (L975-16) to determine

whether _he apparent trends toward greater treatment-control differences in

resources ard in outcomes increased in the final year of the evaluation.

Additional analyses were performed, using national test norms rather than the

control (non-ESAA) schools as a benchmark for evaluating achievement gains of

the ES.AparticLpating schools. The assumption underlying these analyses was

that ESAA might be considered successful_ in a school if, on the average, ESAA-

participating students in that school exceeded. the test score gains required

during the school year to maintain their same ranking relative to the nation's

total population of students (as represented by the sample used to develop the

publishers' norming tables). For example, if a test score gain of 17 points

were required to maintain a school's initial ranking at the 20th percentile,

and if the sample ESAA-participating students in that school had an average gain

of 23 points, the ESAA program in that school would be classified for purposes

of these analyses as successful.

Results us g this definition of sUcc ss varied with grade level and subject

area. Overall, however, about 4C)s% of the pilot tlementary and Basic Elementary

schools met the success criterion in reading and almost 15% of the schools in

those samples met the c iterior in math- In the Basic Secondary sample, about

30% of the schools met criterion in math; there were no appropriate norns in

secondary reading for determining the number of schools "successfur in that

content area_ In general, then, these results seem to present a somewhat more

positive picture of the ESAA-par icip&tinq students performance than do the

treatment-centred comparisons. It should he noted, however, that the criterion

of success used here, based on national test norms, is somewhat arbitrary, and

subject to differing interpretat cas,according to one's expectations regarding

the effects of compensatory education programs.
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AT IONSH IPS AMONG PROGRAM 1ARIBLE S STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT, AND SCBOOL CLIMATE

e exploratory analyses reported here 1974-75 data from ESAA-funded

eatment) and non-ESAA (control) schools were combined, since the purpose

was to determine what program features were associated with successful out-

comes, regardless of funding sources for those orograms. The relationshitiq

discovered in these analyses, though somewhat tentative, suggest a number 01!

important interactions that have policy Implications for ESAA and similar

educational programs_

Before proceeding further, it should be noted that the relationships summarized

below represent general trends, but were not always found at every grade level

or for every subtest. Readers interested in greater details of the findings

are referred to the source documents listed at the beginning of this summary

report-

Two sets of relational analyses were performed. The first set used data from

all -f the 1974-75 sample districts and schools, while the second set was based

On a stabsample consisting of 24 elementary schools used in the In-Depth

Study. The In-Depth Study supplemented the overall ESAA evaluation, and was

designed to meet the U.S. Office of Education's requirement for a more detailed

and comprehensive examination of program operations at schools selected to cover

a fairly wide range of effectiveness ia raising students' achievemont levels.*

A number of special analyses were possible fox the In-Depth sites because of

the use in those schools of intensive classroom observations and intexviews,

as vell as the questionnaires aad tests used in all other sample sites=

*The detailed r
Page 12.

ort of the In-Depth Study is referenced in the footnote on
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Considering first the results from the total sampl_s of distriuts and schools,

the Basic and Pilot Elementary samples showed larger reading and mathematics

gains in sites 'with higher regular (district-supported) per-student experdatures.

Similar though somewhat weaker relationships were fouid between total (regular

plus supplemental) per-student expenditures and ac1LeveIneat. Paso,- in the

pilot Elementary oample, larger mathematics gains were associated with greater

sUpplementel expenditures for mathematics instruction, and were also (though

less strongly) related to greater emphasis on drill and practice procedures in

the math instruction. In the Basic Elementary sample, there was a tendency for

larger reading gains to be associated with More recent teacher inservice train-

ing in reading instruction.

Seve al significant relationships were found between achievement scores and

program characteristi

test gains were assoc

in the Basic Secondary sarmile Larger mathematics

ed with larger amounts of instructional time in mathe-

natics, with more highly trained mathematics teachers, and with =eller pupil-

to-teacher ratios. Also at the secondary level, larger reading gains were made

by students in districts that undertook more activities designed to facilitate

and support school desegregation. This latter finding is particularly important

because of its similarity to relationships found in the first evaluation year

(L973-74) at the elementary level.

olicy-relevant relationships were also found with respect to certain measures

of the students' perceptions of school climate (i.e., perceptions of teacher-

student, principal-student, and student-student interactions, perceived school

discrimination, feelin'qs of alienation). At tile elementary level (Pilot and

Basic samples) , several climate indicabors showed more positive gains (improved

climate) where students expressed a liking for school and where they perceived

their teachers as supportive. In the Basic Secondary sample, less feeling of

alienation was reported by students in schools where the sample teachers reported

positive attitudes toward desegregation.

21
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Analyses based on tbe In-Depth Study sample of 24 elementary schools yielded

additional,findings of considerable importance for ESAA program policy formula-

tion. Ln these analyses, elementary schools found successful in reading or

math (as indicated by their gains in percentile rankings over the school yearl

were compared with a demographically similar group of schools that showed lesS

success am reading or math. 5he major dimensions on which comparisons were

based were the schools organizational climate, parental and community involve-

ment, readimg and math instructional practices and related teacher attitudes,

reading end muth Instructional resources, and equality of educational opportunity.

In-Cepth Stvdy results in each of these areas are summarized below.

Parent and onrminit

'IWv major issues were investigated in the analysis of parent and community

volvement at school. The first issue-was the degree to whidh parent involve-

ment vas associated with certain promotional activities designed to increase

active parent participation. Vione of the promotional activities examined in

this study (e.g., holding open house, providing evening entertainment, distri

buting school newsletters) was found associated with parent participation. How-

ever, parents were more involved in schools where the principal assumed more of

the responsibility for establishing policy in the area of school-community

relations.

The second issve involved the relationship be ween:parent participation and

student achievement. Schools were significantly pore likely to show math

gainthat is, their students were more likely to improve their standing rein-

tiva to the nation's student populationwhin parents were present in the claiSs-

rooms as paid instructional_ aides, volunteers, or visitors. The relationship

to reading achievement was also positive, though not statistically significant.

It is importmt bo note that this relationship between parent involvement and

student outcomes was cpite specific to p rent os_tia_ip...a..tiertheclassroo

22
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Npparently the use of non-parent aides did not have a comparable association

with students' achieveyent gains, nor did parent participation outside the

classroom (e.g. , as clerks, or on advisory coMmittees).

Instructional Resources Used in Reading and mMthematics

Reading and math resources were analyzed in terms of class size, instructional

tine in reading and math, staffing practices, equipment and materials, inservice

training, and teachers' education. The allocation patterns of these resources

among the successful and less successful elementary schools revealed two

relationships with students' gains in mathematics. First, schools were signifi-

camtly more likely to be successful in raising math achievement when more of

their resources were allocated to remedial specialists in math. The same trend

-as obtained for reading achievement, though the results were motstatistically

significant. Second, schools were significantly less likely to be successful in

raising math achievement wheninore of their resources were allocated to math

instructional aides as contrasted with remedial Specialists).

--d-n and Mathematics Instractiona]. _Prac ices

While several variables related to the teachers' classroom procedmres and atti-

tudes were found to be associated with achievement gains in the In-Depth sample

schools, the most consistent and interpretable involved the teachers' use of

behavioral objectives, and their use of structured practice sessions.

An index of the use_pf_behavioxal_objectives was significantly associa_ed with

both reading and math gains; that is, schools were more likely to show achieve-

ment gains when teachers organized their instruction around lesson objectives

defined in terms of specific skills and knowledge to be mastered by the students.

Me behavioral objectLves index was defined in such a manner that it would have

a high wlue when teachers (a) maintained stedent records that showed attainment

of specific instructional objectives, (b) placed d relatively high value on the

use of behavioral objectives, and (c) placed strong emphasis on revising lesson

2 3
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plans rather than abanda ing objectives) when instructional objectives we

t attained.

Schools were also more likely to show reading gains when practice sessions were

observed to include many of the steps necessary for mastery of the lesson ob-

jectives, and when the sessions were relevant to the lesson objective (observer

judgments). NO relationship was found with math achievement gains.

A third relationship--or actually; a cluster of relationships--is of great

potential Interest, but is also more difficult to interpret than the two find-

ings cited above. Schools whose teachers frequently praised the students were

significantly less likely to make gains in reading; there was a similar but

non-significant relationship in mathematics. Although this finding seems sur-

prising at first, it can perhaps be explained by the relationships found between

frequency of praise, and several other teacher behaviors and attitudes. First

of all, there is some evidence that the praise was given somewhat non-selectively.

That is, students tended to receive praise regardless of whether they were ex-

hibiting desired behavior (e.g., giving correct responses to questions).

has long been recognized that feedback such as praise must be used selectively

to be effective. Secondly, teachers giving more praise tended to stress psycho-

emotional goals as mare important than academic goals, and also tended to give

the students less practice time. Thus the evidence, while somewhat tentative

and circunstantial, suggests that extensive use of praise nay have impeded

academic growth by de-emphasizing a task-oriented approach to instruction (e.g.,

providing practice time or, informing students of their weaknesses as well as

their strengths).

Organizational Climate

Two dimensions of organize ional climate were found significantly rela

achievmment gains. The first was an index of administrative leadershi

school: schools characterized by strong administrative leadership were

24
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significantly more likely to raise math achievement and somewhat more likely

to raise reading achievement. For purposes of this analysis, a school was

rated high on administrative leadership when its administrators assumed

responsibility for selecting basic instructional materials, (b) when the

principal attributed considerable importance to decisions regarding the selec-

tion of basic instructional materials, and (c) when teachers in that school

more accurately perceived the principal's attitudes regarding various instruc-

tional practices. Thus, he administrative leadership measure applied here

was specifically and directly concerned with the instructional process.

Another finding in the analyses of organieational climate was that schools were

significantly more likely to show math gains where greater district-level sup-

was offered. Orientation courses, inservice training,

d documentation of procedures were the most common forms of teacher support

at the district level.

Equality ef Eduqaticne4 OpPortunitY _(EEC)

Equal treatment for students of all racial/ethnic groups is the law of the land,

and requires no justification on the basis of possible effects on student achieve-

ment. Nevertheless, it seems worth noting that, among the desegregated (Basic

Elemen ary) schools in the In-Depth sample for which adequate EEO data were

available, reading achievement gains were significantly less likely to be found

in schools whose teachers were observed directing a disproportionate amount of

negative feedback toward minority students (e.g., pointedly ignoring the'students,

criticizing them, or sending then out of the class).

Other relationships of interest were found among the various EEO variables

themselves. FOr example, schools with segregated seating patterns were less

likely to have student intergroup mixing during recess and lunch than schools

without suvh patterns. In addition, schools that used fewer multi-ethnic in-

structional materials also tended to have segregated seating patterns, and the
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teachers in those schools tended to exhibit disprop rtionately more negative

behavior (criticism, etc.) toward minority students. Finally, students' per-
__

ceptions of the quality of teacher-student interactions tended to be less

favorable in schools where teachers were observed to direct disproportionately

large a-ounts of negative behavior toward minority students. In short, the

individual elementary schools in the In-Depth study appeared to reflect a

consistent school-level pattern, favorable or unfavorable, that cut across

several dimensions of EEO.

In reviewing the results of the relational analysesthose using data from the

entire sample as well as analyses based on the smaller In-Depth subsample--it

should be recognized that the findings are still tentative. Sample sizes for

certain analyses, especialLy those associated with the In-Depth Study, were

small. Furthermore, neither schools nor students wee randomly assigned to

the various program approaches being compared. Rather, these analyses, unlike

the impact analyses, depend upon naturally occurring inter-site variations in

program approach. Thus, outcome differences attributed to certain program

variables may in fact have resulted from uncontrolled variations in other

characteristics of the districts or schools whose programs are being examined.

Nevertheless, while any particular relationship described above might be spurious,

the total pattern of relationships strongly suggests an important conclusion:

that school program characteristics did make a difference in student achieve-

ment. At the risk of serious over-simplification and over-generalization, the

more pervasive trends in the relationships discussed above may be summarized

as follows:

Results of_several_analyses suggestthat program funding and resources

can_make a difference, particularly if they are applied to activities

directly related to the outcome measures_of concern. In the Pilot

Elementary Sample, larger math gains occurred in schools with larger

supplemental expenditures for mathematics inStruction, while in the

26
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Ba.ic Secondary Sample, 'larger math gains were associated with smaller

student-to-teacher ratios (i.e., with a larger staff relative to student

enrollment). Both the'Basic and Pilot Elementary samples showed larger

reading and mathematics gains in sites with larger regular (district-

supported) per-student expenditures. In the In-Depth Study sample,

schools were more likely to be successful in raising math achievement

when more of their resources were allocated to remedial math specialists.

PLIEaterdegree of_instructionel prosram.focus and ststaEtApeIEE

to aid the achievement of low-achieviN, disadvantaged students such

a- those in the ESAA-particiPating schools. In the Pilot Elementary

sample, larger mathematics gains were associated with greater eMPhasis

on drill and practice procedures in math instruction. In the In-Depth

Study sample, there was a greater probability of reading and math gains

in schools that made use of behavioral objectives to guide their instruc-

tion, and in schools that provided practice sessions to ensure mastery

of those objectives. Conversely, schools where teachers gave frequent

and apparently non-selective praise were less likely to show gains in

reading achievement; this relationship can be interpreted as indicating

the need for careful structuring by teachers of all aspects of the

teaching-learning process, including the use of praise and other rein-

forcers. Finally, gains in both reading and math achievement were more

likely to occur in schools whose principals provided focus and struc-

ture, in the form of strong administrative leadership. In particular,

achievement gains tended to be associated with principals who were

personally committed to the selection of appropriate instructional

materials for.their schools, who exerted strong influences on the se-

-
lection process, and who communicated clearly and unambiguously to the

teachers their own attitudes about how instruction should be conducted.

Parent_ involvement can a ::entl b beneficial to student achievement,

when those arent a re .resent in the classrooms 21_paid instructional

aides, volunteers, or visitors. This effect seems not to generalize to

the use of non-parent aides, or to parent participation outside the

classroom.
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Efforts to im rove interracial -limate and_ attitudes hile desirable

in their,own_rights, evidentl_have_beneficial effects on achievement

as well. In the Basic Secondary sample, larger reading gains were made

by students in districts that undertook more activities designed to

facilitate and support school desegregation; a similar relationship

was found in Year One at the elementary level. In the In-Depth Study

sample, reading achievement gains were significantly less likely to

occur in schools whose teachers directed a disproportionate amount of

negative behavior, such as criticism, toward minority students.

CONCLUSIONS

The coftbined data from the first two years of the ESAA evaluation show clearly

that dollars have been targeted toward needy school districts, schools, and

students; further, those dollars have been translated into services directed

toward students with needs for such services. This'finding is important for

two reasons. First, it implies that the ESAA resource allocation process is

functioning as intended--a statement that could not truthfully be made about

many other compensatory education programs in the past. But at the same time,

t raises questions abolit why a program so appropriately targeted should have

yielded no solid evidence of overall impact (i.e., impact assessed by pooling

across sites) on student achievement or school climate. Of course, in any

evaluation, the outcome measures used as criteria of program success may be

insufficiently sensitive to changes that might have been fostered by that pro-

gram. However, the achievement tests used in the present study, while not with-

out their deficiencies, were carefully selected for their appropriateness to

the study's purposes.

A more convincing explanation for the apparent lack of ESAA impact lies in the

fact that, possibly because of the sample districts' freedom to adjust their

allocation of other federal and state program funds among the various schools,

the ESAA participating (treatment) schools often did not differ greatly from

the paired non-ESAA (control) schools with respect to the total per-student
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funds allocated for ESAA-relevant activities. Though the differences appeared

greater in the second year of ESAA implementation than in the first most were

still of modest size. Nor was a pattern of large or consistent differences

found between ESAA-participating and non-ESAA-particii. _ing schools in the

services offered to their students. Thus, the anticipated clear-cut treatment

differences between ESAA-participating and non-ESAA schools--differences on

which the expectations of outcome differences were basedlargely failed to

materialize. Nevertheless, there are definite indications that some local ESAA

projects were quite effective, but that the successes of those projects were

obscured in the overall impact analyses by the failures of other projects. When

data from both ESAA-participating and non-ESAA schools were combined, and

differences in funding source were ignored, certain program characteristics were

found to be associated with more favorable outcomes. While the strength and the

generalizability of the evidence favoring particular program approaches varied

considerably, it appears that the more successful plaiians were ones in which

greater expenditures and personnel resources were focused on activities

related to the evaluation's outcome measures (i.e., basic skills and

school climate),

O there was stronger and more assertive administrative leadership, par-

ticularly with respect to instructional materials and policies,

lessons were more highly structured, with teachers using praise very

selectively, and making greater use of behavioral objectives and of

practice sessions targeted toward those objectives,

parents were more heavily involved in the classroom, and

efforts were made by teachers and administrators to promote positive

interracial climate and attitudes.

It should be emphasized that all of the findings reported here are somewhat

provisional, as the data for the third evaluation year (1975-76) have yet to be

analyzed. When the 1974-75 data were compared with the 1973-74 data, there

appeared to be a trend in the second year toward slightly greater expenditure
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differences between ESAA-participating and non-ESAA schools, and, in certain

cases, toward greater achievement differences as well. Thus the third-year

data and longitudinal data will be closely examined in the next report fOr

more positive signs of ESAA impact. Another major focua of the Year Three

Report will be to seek verification of relationships found in 1973-74 and

1974-75 between program characteristics and outcomes. Such cross-year verifica-

tion would increase the confidence that can be placed in those relationshipS,

and would permit stronger recommendations to be made for future program improve-

ments.






